
SENIOR CHAIR/AGE GROUP CHAIR REPORT 
 
 

A report on what I accomplished this year in these dual roles is going to be brief.  I spent 
my entire tenure in both positions being reactive and not proactive.  I can think of two instances 
where I actively contributed, from the Senior Chair perspective, that would be in the modification 
of the prompt for the senior scholarship application, and from the Age Group Chair perspective, 
it would be in the planning of the 10 and under all star clinic.  In each of these instances I was 
helped along by others who were much further along in the process than I was, so I make no 
claim to any accomplishment in my first year. 
 

I did learn some things about MESI governance during my first year.  Senior Chair is on 
most of the committees, and if not on for that position, then Age Group Chair is also on most of 
the committees.  The committee work provided me with some insight into how things get done, 
and an appreciation for Jim, Jay, Taylor, Marie and Mary Ellen who do the lion’s share of the 
work in making sure things move forward, events take place and we have a swim season each 
year.  With all this committee experience, I think I was asked two questions about my board 
work, both pertaining to the banquet, a committee I wasn’t on. 
 

As the year went on I had moments where I would ask myself what exactly am I 
supposed to be doing, aside from logging into whatever committee I got Zoom link to attend.  I 
looked at the job descriptions for each position in the By-Laws and the New Board Member 
Orientation Manual, which wasn’t time consuming since they both say the same thing which is 
that I have “general charge over the division”.  Not sure what that means from an operations 
perspective, but it sounds good.  Even with having “general charge” over two divisions I still 
didn’t know what I was supposed to be doing or how I could help, other then continuing to log on 
when I got the Zoom invitations. 
 

I went back and read all the HOD minutes going back to 2003 to see if the yearly reports 
from the respective chair positions would give me an indication on what I was supposed to be 
doing.  The actual reports weren’t attached or included, so it wasn’t much help in adding to my 
understanding.  It wasn’t until the February meeting with Jane Grosser that I gained some 
understanding of what I was supposed to be doing. That’s when I learned that part of our 
strategic planning had been to establish some type of training opportunity for senior level 
swimmers.  
 

I do have some thoughts about how this can be done in a meaningful way to prepare 
some of our senior swimmers for National level competitions, and in particular to enhance the 
opportunity for some of our swimmers to make Olympic Trial cuts (which I saw was also part of 
our 4 year plan).  This would be to look to provide what we can’t provide, and that is 3-4 
opportunities over the next year for swimmers on this track to have short training trips where 
they can get in some long course training in preparation for a meet or meets where they are 
going to attempt to make a OT cut.  I think the process for starting a committee to work under 



the Senior Chair position has or is already being contemplated, and I would like to see this 
authorized and undertaken over the summer so that a plan can be proposed by the committee 
to aid some of our senior swimmers in this objective for the 2019-2020 season. 
 
Please accept this as my report for the 2018-2019 season, and to the extent it did not fit the 
proper form for a report I would only add that having “general charge” has it privileges. 
 
Mike  
 
 


